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/"> THE previous numbers of this Journal have contained all,
";c[r nearly all, of the original papers on the >Dinocerata by the
5author of the present memoir, and it is especially fitting, on
the completion of his investigations, that at least an abstract
"qf the main points of the volume should also be placed
.ere on record. The extracts which follow have been seated with a view to give to the reader a brief sketch of the
^discovery, and general characteristics, of this remarkable group
"'_; mammals,.and their relations to other members of the same
j§Jass, living and extinct.
A,"; The general plan of the present volume, essentially the same
£&s that of the author's previous memoir on the Odontornithes,
^especially worthy of notice, and might well serve as a model
• all monographs on similar subjects. In the Introduction,
|ie, history of the discovery of the Dinocerata, and their distion in time and space, are first presented. A description
pi' the various parts of the skeleton in the typical genera of
|]je4or4er next follows, richly illustrated, with restorations of
Ijo forms, and the biologist has then before him a vivid picture
pf'characteristica members of the group. In the Appendix, is
Synopsis of ^ the known genera and species, with many
ails for the systematic zoologist.
&v'~
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'Dinocerata, a Monograph of an Extinct Order of Gigantic Mammals; by
iniel. Charles Marsh. 56 plates and 200 woodcuts, i-xviii and 287 pp., 4to.
jHshington, 1884. United States 'Geological Survey, yol. z. Advance copy
Tied with the permission of the Director,
ia. JQUK. SOI.—THIRD SERIES, VOL. XXIX. No. 171.—MARCH, 1886.
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The volume ends with a Bibliography of all the important
literature on the Dinocerata, and thus the librarian, also, has at .
hand material ready for a catalogue. In most volumes on
palaeontology, as well as on other branches of natural science,
these four divisions are mixed together, so that each different
class of readers must seek out what it needs with much labor.
The author's general plan of publication was given in tliu •
introduction to his previous memoir, and this is supplemented
in the preface of the present volume, from, which we quote the
following:
" The present memoir is the second of a series of Mono- *
graphs designed to make known to science the Extinct Vertc- •
brate Life of North America. In the first volume, on the
Odontornithes, or Birds with Teeth, the author gave the result
of his investigations of that remarkable group, which he dicovered in the Cretaceous deposits on the Eastern slope of tlw /
Rocky Mountains.
" This second Monograph contains the full record of a „'
peculiar order of Mammals, which the author also brought to "••
light in the early Tertiary strata of the great central plateau-"
of the continent.
• :
" I n preparing the present volume, it has been the aim oi'>
the author to do full justice to the ample material at his com- ,t
mand, and, where possible, to make the illustrations tell t h e .
main story to anatomists. The text of such a memoir may ••;
soon lose its interest, and belong to' the past, but good figures, -'are of permanent value in all departments of Natural Science^
What is now especially needed in Palaeontology is, not long •
descriptions of fragmentary fossils, but accurate illustrations of' •
characteristic type specimens. In the fifty-six lithographic '
plates, and nearly two hundred original woodcuts, in the preo'-, ?
ent volume, it is believed that this requirement is fairly met; •
since all the more important specimens of the Dinocerata now,*
known are represented, and at least one figure is given of 4
every species."
:, ."
In the Introduction, the author gives an account of the dia^?
covery of the Dinocerata, with the localities and geologieV
horizon in which they are found, beginning as follows :
"'!
" Among the many extinct animals discovered in the Ter-j-"
tiary deposits of the Rocky Mountain region, none, perhaps,
are more remarkable than the huge mammals of the order:,
Dinocerata.
Their remains have hitherto been found in u*
single Eocene lake-basin in Wyoming, and none are known''from any other part of this country, or from the Old World.,
These gigantic beasts, which nearly equaled the elephant in
size, roamed in great numbers about the borders of the ancient
tropical lake in which many of them were entombed.
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" This lake-basin, now drained by the Green River, the main
&' tributary of the Colorado, slowly filled up with sediment, but
tf- ruin.iined a lake so long that the deposits formed in it, during
r Eocune time, reached a vertical thickness of more than a mile.
*" Tilt- Wasatch Mountains on the West, and the Uinta chain on
the South, were the main sources of this sediment, and still
pmrwt it, but the Wind River range to the North, and other
M'liintain elevations, also sent down a vast amount of material
iutu this great fresh-water lake, then more than one hundred
inik - in extent.
" At the present time, this ancient lake-basin, now six to eight
thon-and. feet above the sea, shows evidence of a vast erosion,
anil probably more than one-half of the deposits once left in it
1M\" been washed away, mainly through the Colorado River.
W li.it remains forms one of the most picturesque regions in
tliu whole West, veritable mauvaises terres, or bad lands, where
.-low denudation has carved out cliffs, peaks, and columns of
tliu most fantastic shapes, and varied colors. This same action
_ • lys brought to light the remains of many extinct animals, and
|v the bones of the Dinocerata, from their great size, naturally
is~' liirt dttract the attention of the explorer.
• ." " The first remains .of the Dinocerata discovered were found
b\ tlie author, in September, 1870, while investigating this
fc-,4tan-Hielake-basin, which had never before been explored.
ti'.j Various remains of this group were also collected by other
'jjinembers of the expedition, and among the specimens thus
^secured was the type of Tinoceras anceps, described by the
"j author in the following year, and now more fully in the present
;,vjJnme. In the same geological horizon with these remains,
?{Cfriuh and varied vertebrate fauna, hitherto unknown, was
|i-<."^'Qong the animals here represented were ancestral forms
|f;of the modern horse and tapir, and also of the pig. Many
-pother- were found related to the recent Lemurs; also various
P'aruivors, Insectiyors, Rodents, and small Marsupials; and of
^jrill more importance, remains were here brought to light of
jiUiotluT new order of mammals, the Tillodonts, quite unlike
jjujy now living. ( Crocodiles, tortoises, lizards, serpents, and
ityht;- also swarmed in and about the waters of this ancient
sLjki', while around its borders grew palms, and other tropical
^rotation.
jSJ/'Tl.e remarkable Eocene basin North of the Uinta MounItyiiir.. where alone-the Dinocerata had been found, offered so
hiuiting a field for exploration, that in the spring of the fol£ loving year, 1871, the author began its systematic investigaitioii. An expedition was again organized, with an escort of
'United States soldiers, and the work continued during the
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entire season. Among the very large collections thus secured,
were numerous specimens of the Dinocerata, which furnished
important characters of the group.
" I n the succeeding spring, 1872, the explorations in this
region were continued, and soon resulted in the discovery of
the type specimen, including the skull, and a large portion of
the skeleton, of Dinooeras mirabile, and on this new genus
the author based the order Dinocerata.
" Other important specimens, obtained at this time, !'inl
described by the author, were the types of Dinooeras luour ,
Tinoceras grande, Tinoceras lacustre, and others of scarce 1\
less interest.
" In the following season, 1873, the author organized another
large expedition, with government escort, and made a vu-y
careful examination of the regions in this same basin 1li.it
remained unexplored. One of the specimens of special importance thus secured was the type of Dinooeras latioeps, v itli
the skull and lower jaw nearly complete. Many other iinlividuals of the Dinocerata were also discovered, and the,
abundant material then collected was sufficient to clear up
most of the doubtful points in this group.
" The research was continued systematically during the next,
season, also, 1874, and again in 1875, with good results. Since,
then, various small parties, at different times, have b ui
equipped and sent out by the author to collect in this bas-in;
and, finally, during the entire season of 1882, the workAww'
vigorously prosecuted under the direction' of the author, aiul,,
from July of that year, under the auspices of the U n n u l .
States Geological Survey.
" The specimens thus brought together by all these various^
expeditions and parties are now in the museum of Yale Cul-i
lege, and represent more than two hundred individuals of the^
Dinocerata alone. * * * * The present volume is based uii/
this material, amply sufficient, it is believed, to illustrate all,*,
the more important parts of the structure of this remark, ible;
group.
" T h e remaining material of the Dinocerata, now kncwn,
consists of a few specimens collected by Dr. Leidy in 1S72,
including the type of the genus Uintatherium;
various
remains secured in the same year by Prof, Cope, to which lie
applied the names Loxolophodon and Eolasileus, with a later
acquisition called Bathyopsis;
and a number of specimen?
more recently obtained by parties from Princeton Collo»u.
Although these remains show few, if any, characters of the
Dinocerata not better represented in the larger collection of
the Yale Museum, full references to the more important specimens, in most cases with illustrations, are given in the pre-unt
memoir.
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" The localities in which the Dinocerata have been found
are on both sides of the Green River, and mainly south of the
Union Pacific Railroad, in "Wyoming. Of two hundred indiiduals in the Yale Museum, about equal numbers were found
east and west of this river, the distance between the extreme
'localities in this direction being more than one hundred miles.
The map below covers this region.

T*
•
Yt, "Tin Dinocerata have hitherto been found in a well marked
£. geological horizon of the middle Eocene.
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" T h e Dinocerata form a well marked order in the great
group of Ungulata. In some of their characters, they resemble the Artiodactyls {Paraxonia); in others they are like the
Perissodactyls (Mesaxonia); and in others still, they agree
with the Proboscidians. The points of similarity, however,
are in most cases general characters, which point back to an
earlier, primitive ungulate, rather than indicate a near affinity
with existing forms of these groups.
" The Dinocerata, so far as now definitely known, may he
placed in three genera, Dinooeras, Marsh, Tinooeras, Marsh
and Uintatherium, Leidy. The type specimen of Uintatherium was discovered near the base of the series of strata containing the remains of the Dinocerata.
Dinooeras, so far as
known, occurs only at a higher horizon, while Tinooeras has
been found at the highest level of all. The characters of these
three genera correspond in general with their geological position. Uintatherium appeal's to be the most primitive type, ,•
and Tinooeras the most specialized, Dinooeras being an intermediate form.
" The number of species of the known Dinocerata is a difficult matter to determine, especially as the limitations between
species are now generally regarded as uncertain. About thirty
forms, more or less distinct, are recognized in the Synopsis at
the end of the volume.
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^ " The orbit is large, and confluent with the temporal fossa.
he latter is of great extent posteriorly, but the zygomatic
arches are only moderately expanded. There is no post-orbital
jocess.
,' " The nasal bones are greatly elongated, being nearly half
the length of the entire skull. They project forward over the
anterior nares, and overhang the premaxillaries. They are
thick and massive bones, especially in front, and are united
together by a nearly straight suture.
" The anterior extremity of the nasal bones, in both Dinooeras and Tinooeras, is formed of an osseous projection,
pointing forward and downward, and situated in front of and
'"below the nasal protuberances. Several specimens in the Yale
Museum show that this projection is formed of two separate
-ossifications, each in front of its respective nasal bone.
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T H E SKULL.

.

" The skull of Dinooeras mirabile is long and narrow, th
facial portion being greatly produced. The basal line, exten
ing from the end of the premaxillaries along the palate to th
lower margin of the foramen magnum, is nearly straight. The
top of the skull supports three, separate, transverse pairs of
osseous elevations, or horn-cores, which form its most co
spicuous feature, and suggested the name of the genus. T
smallest of these protuberances are situated near the extremity
of the nasals ; two others, much larger, arise from the ma -"
laries, in front of the orbits; while the largest are mainly o:
the parietals, and are supported by an enormous crest, whic
extends from near the orbits entirely around the lateral an
• posterior margins of the true cranium. These general characters are well shown in figure 2, which represents the skull ofthe type specimen.
•:
"There are no upper incisors, but the canines in the male,
are enormously developed, forming sharp, trenchant, decurved;
tusks, which were each protected by a dependent process on
the lower jaw. The premolar and molar teeth ale very small.;
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•Skull of Dinooeras mirabile. Marsh; seen from the left,
natural size.

Onersixth

."These bones are a peculiar feature in the skull of Dinoata, and may be called the pre-nasal bones. In very young
nimals, they are unossified; in adult animals, they are distinct, as in the specimen figured; but in very old animals they
ecome coossified. with the nasals, and with each other.
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'"' " The frontal bones in Dinoceras mirabile are shorter than
Hhe nasals. In all of the known skulls of the Dinocerata, the
" ^median suture uniting the two frontals is entirely obliterated.
' jThe suture joining them with the nasals in front, and with the
.maxillaries on the side, is distinct in the type of Dinoceras.
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FIGURE '.i.—Nasals of Dinoceras mirabile, Marsh • ' | -i^oimen.
FIGURE 4.—Nasals of Tinoceras annectens, Mai;... L„lh figures are ono-fi
natural size, a, side view; b, top view; c, front view.
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FIGURE 5.—Posterior surface of skull of Dinoceras mirabile, Marsh.
FIGURE 6.—Posterior surface of skull of Tinoceras ingens, Marsh. Both figures
one-eighth natural size, c, occipital condyle; /, foramen magn
I, lateral'crest; o, occipital crest; p, post-tympanic process; t, c behind temporal fossa.
'
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[B 7 —Skull of Dmocei as mirabile, Marsh ; with brain-cast in natural position; seeu from above.
tE 8.—The same view of a young specimen of Dinoceras disians, Marsh. Both
figures are one-eighth natural size. / frontal bone; m, maxillary
bone; m', maxillary protuberance; n, nasal bone; n', nasal protuberance; p, parietal bone; p', parietal protuberance; pm, premaxill'ary bone; s, supra-occipital crest.

,. '• The maxillary bones form a large portion of the lateral sur•<vi( face of the skull. They contain all the teeth, except those of
'•L- the lower jaw, and also expand into the large median pair of
'MUCOUS elevations, or horn-cores.
*• "'In one young specimen, the fronto-parietal suture is still
ppei., and passes in a nearly straight line across the top of the
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cranium just in front of the summit of the cerebral hernial
pheres. It also divides the posterior elevations, or horn-cores,
so as to leave the anterior part of them on the frontals, and;'
the posterior and highest portion on the parietals.
r
" I n all of the crania of the Dinocerata examined, the^
parietal bones are firmly united to each other on the medial,"
line, and with the supra-occipital behind. * * * * On the sides '
of the cranium, the parietals form the upper portion of the
large temporal fossse.
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FIGURE 9.—Side view of skull of Tinoceras pugnax, Marsh. One-eighth natur
size, TO', maxillary protuberance; me, external auditory meatus"
n', nasal protuberance; o, occipital condyle; p\ parietal pro
tuberance; pin, premaxillary bone; pn, prenasal ossicle.
5
"6

" The occipital region in all the known Dinocerata is large
elevated, and sub-quadrate in outline. It varies much in shape:
and size in the different genera and species^ and two of the"
principal forms are represented in the figures below.
" The malar bone completes the anterior portion of the zygomatic arch, extending to the front of the orbit. The suture1
uniting the malar with the maxillary remains distinct till adul"
life, and -may usually be traced, even in old animals. Thjs
forward extension of the malar bone is a general ungulai|
character, and quite different from what is seen in the Proboscidians, where the malar forms the middle portion only of the'
zygomatic arch.
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-Skull of Tinoceras ingens. Marsh; seen from below.
-Skull of Dvnoceras mirabiU, Marsh ; seen from below. Both figures
are one-eighth natural size, a, anterior palatine foramen; b,
palatomaxillary foramen; c, antorbital foramen; d, posterior
palatine foramen; e, posterior nares; /, foramen magnum; / ' ,
occipital foramen; g, stylo-mastoid foramen ; h, foramen lacerum
posterius; i, vascular foramen in basisphenoid ; j , posterior opening of alisphenoid canal; k, anterior opening of alisphenoid canal;
I, optic foramen.

yjhe lachrymal is large, and forms the anterior border of
teprbit. It is perforated by a large foramen. I n Dinoceras
IJabUe, this is oval in outline, with the apex above. The
gj-pf the lachrymal is excavated for the posterior opening of
'"'
antorbital foramen.
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" The large canine tusk is entirely enclosed in the maxillary,
and, in the genus Dinoceras, its root extends upward into the
base of the maxillary horn-core. In all known Dinocerata,
there is a diastema between the upper canine and the premolars.
13.

12.
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,ed on each side in the region of the diastema, and near the
iterior part of each excavation on either side is situated a
ge foramen, which may be called the palato-maxillary foramen.
"'In the type of Dmoceras, the palatine fossa of the poster nares is roofed over, so that the passage from the palate
o the large nasal cavities above leads forward and upward,
- shown indistinctly in figure 11. In Tvnoceras ingens and
. noeeras pugnax, the roof of this fossa is excavated in front
a pair of oval apertures, and, through these, the posterior
•es open directly upward, as represented in figure 10.
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t'EE 14.—Vertical median longitudinal section of skull of Dinoceras mirabile,
Marsh. One-eighth natural size. b, brain-cavity; /, frontal
bone; m, maxillary bone; TO', maxillary protuberance; n, nasal
bone; »', nasal protuberance; o, occipital condyle; p, parietal
bone; p\ parietal protuberance; pg, post-glenoid process; pi,
palatine bone; pm, premaxillary bone; pt, pterygoid bone; s,
supra-occipital crest.

M
FIGURE 12.—Horizontal section of skull of Tinoceras i
FIGURE i:s.—Horizontal section of skull of Dirwcen
..,,-, -I-ii-I' I _"l
Both figures are one-eighth natural size, a, cavity 1 lii'i-l 1 if
of canine tooth; b, brain-cavity; c, alveole of oaiiiii i"'M , .
anterior olfactory chamber; / ' , posterior olfactory ch. in' ur; .•
maxillary protuberance; n, nasal bones; »', nasal pnm-.i ui.'C
p', parietal protuberance.

" The premaxillary bones are edentulous, and, even in vouni:
specimens, contain no teeth. * * * The premaxillarics van
much in form in the different genera and species of Di,m< < /•<//«
Two of the principal forms are shown in figures 10 ainl_11.''_
The palate is very narrow, and much excavated, especially ii
front. The bony palate extends back as far as the Li-r uppu
molar, and, in some specimens, beyond. It is deeph exca-
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T H E LOWER JAW.

' The lower jaw in Dinoceras is as remarkable as the skull.
I - most peculiar feature in the male is a massive decurved pro„ ' • -e on each ramus, extending downward and outward. These
' I' g, pendent processes were apparently to protect the upper
-," • line tusks, which would otherwise be very liable to be
•_ i iken. * * * * In the female, this process is much reduced
size, but is quite sufficient to protect the diminutive tusk
ich overlaps it.
fc
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Another remarkable feature in the lower jaw of the Dvno<,ta is the posterior direction of the condyles, hitherto unwn in Ungulates.
In the genus Dinoceras, there are three incisor teeth, and a
11 incisiform canine on each side, forming a continuous'
es at the front extremity of the lower jaw. These are all
1*01 moderate size, and inclined well forward, as in the ruminant
I'mammals. Behind this series, and immediately over the dependent process, is a long diastema. Further back, there are
Ethree premolars, and three molars, forming together a close
'series. This is the dentition, essentially, in the lower jaw of
'.both Dinoceras and Tinoceras.
i -"In the genus Tinoceras, the same general characters of the
.lower jaws are seen. In the male, the pendent process is large
;and elongate, but less massive than in the genus Dinoceras,
'and ith lower outline less regularly rounded. This corresponds
;yj'ith the position of the large upper canine tusk, which it projects.
jL'.'1 In the female of Tinoceras, the pendent process is muoh
Reduced, its size in all cases corresponding to the size of the
jcanine tusk above.
t *." Tl iat the same relation in size between the tusk and process bolow it, holds equally in both the genera Dinoceras and
:T\noc'.ras, is conclusively shown by-various specimens in the
£Y;de Museum.
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THE TEETH.
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R| ;TUe teeth of the Dinocerata constitute one of their most
jgterj^ting features.
pj-;' In the genus Dinoceras, the dentition is represented by
ttlip following formula:
E*-

Incisors —, canines —, premolars —, molars — = 34.

H l, So far as now known, the same formula applies*equally well
[to the genus Tinoceras.
g£ " In Uintatherium, the dentition is apparently as follows:
%'•
U?

Incisors —, canines - , rpremolars —, molars - = 36.
3'

l'

4'

3

. " Iii none of the Dinocerata have any upper incisors been
found, even in the youngest specimens. The premaxillary
•bones appear to be entirely edentulous.
FIGURE 15.—Lower jaw of Dinoceras laticeps, Marsh; front view.
FIGURE 16.—Lower jaw of Uintatherium segne, Marsh; seen from the left. B(
figures are one-fourth natural size, a, angle; c, canine; cr, op
noid process; cd, condyle; d, diastema; /, anterior foramen;
process for protection of tusk; pm, premolar.
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&.*;'•"In the lower jaw of all the known Dinooerata, there are
""jjiru- well developed incisors on each side. They are inserted,
lyli by a single root, and are procumbent, all directed well
|p_ru ard.
T h e superior canines of Pirtoceras are long, decurved,
*ti'ui< liant tusks. The crown is covered with enamel, and the
runT extends upward into the base of the maxillary protuberance, or horn-core. When the animal is young, these tusks
"givu from a persistent pulp, but, in old age, the cavity becomes
lu-uriy closed. In the male, these tusks are large and powerful,
iiml extend downward nearly or quite to the extremity of the
i.' ])Wnli'nt process of the lower jaw.

i * i

FIGURE 17.—Incisor of Dinoceras mirabile, Marsh. Natural size,
b, top view; c, antero-posterior view.
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Jjf.'i.. Ki 20.—Upper molar series of Tinoceras stenops, Marsh; seen from below.
gTluliii 21.—Lower molar series of same specimen; seen from above. Both
figures are three-fourths natural size, m, molar; pm, premolar.

FIQUBE 18.—Upper canine of Dinoceras laticeps, Marsh; (male).
FIGURE 19.—Upper canine of Dinoceras laticeps (female). Both figuru- s
one-fourth natural size, a, lateral view, showing outer si. f..
b, inner surface; I' b", sections; c, front view.

" In the female of Dmooeras, the upper canines are small
^aiul "-lender, and protrude but little below the jaw."
|£..-. The crowns of the upper premolar and molar teeth in Pino", lur'ii. and, in fact, in all of the known Pinooerata, are remarkj£nlily short, with the roots well developed, forming a true
|*^i'.icliyodont dentition, as in all early Tertiary ungulates.
" 1 u each ramus of the lower jaw of Pinooeras, there is a
/.el"-i' series of six teeth, three of which are premolars, and
M.tlii'LV true molars. These are all inserted each by two roots
^Tlii- is also true of the genus Tinoceras.
AM. JOUR. SOL—THIRD SERIES, VOL, XXIX, No.
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" The molar teeth in Dinooerata appear to resemble more
closely the corresponding teeth in the genus Coryphodon than
those of any other'animal. The general dentition, however, is
quite distinct. Coryphodon has well developed upper incisors,
and a medium sized upper canine, thus differing widely in
these features from the Dinooerata.

&vther known mammal, recent or fossil, and even less than in
|tume reptiles. It was, indeed, the most reptilian brain in any
!$known mammal. In Dinoceras mirabile, the entire brain was
'actually so diminutive that it could apparently have been
^drawn through the neural canal of all the pre-sacral vertebrae,
certainly through the cervicals and the lumbars.
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JTJGHJRE 24 —Skull of Limnohyus robustus, Marsh. Middle Eocene.
"IjGtJRE 25—Skull of Amynodon advenus, Marsh. Upper Kocene.

J

:, Marsh; with brain-oast in position; se' n
FIGURE 22.—Skull of Tinoceras
from above.
FIGURE 23.—Skull of Dinoceras laticeps, female; with brain-oast in position. Bor'..
figures are one-eighth natural size. /, frontal bone; m, niaxillai}
bone; m', maxillary protuberance ; n, nasal bone; »', nasal piutuberanee; p, parietal bone; p', parietal protuberance; pm, piumaxillary bone.
THE

BKAIN.

" T h e brain of the Dinooerata is one of the most peculiar
features of the group. It is especially remarkable for its
diminutive size. It was proportionately smaller than in any

-" The size of the entire brain, as compared with that of the
fgranium, is shown in the accompanying cuts, figures 7, 8, and
The size of the brain cavity, and its position in the
lull in the genus Tinoceras, also, is represented in figure 22.
hi( The most striking feature in the brain cavity itself is the
datively small size of the cerebral fossa, this being but little
rger than the cerebellar portion.
\u The cerebral hemispheres did not extend at all over the
&jebellum or the olfactory lobes. The latter were large, and
pntinued well forward.

'i
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" The nerves passing off from the brain were large, and can
be made out with reasonable certainty. The olfactory lobes
were separated in front by an osseous septum, the position of
which is shown distinctly in figure 22.
" I n the genus Tinoceras]'the brain was similar in its general
characters to that of Dinoceras, but appears to have been somewhat more highly developed. The hemispheres were more
elongate, and the olfactory lobes relatively smaller.

-|
•*
''•<
I
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"The results of this investigation were embodied by the
uthor in a general law of brain-growth in the extinct mam's throughout Tertiary time. This law, briefly stated, was
as follows:
0*
27.

28.

. IRE 27.—Skull of fflotherium crassum, Marsh. Miocene.
IRE 28. — Skull of Platygonus compressus, LeConte. Pliocene.

FIGURE 26.—Skull of Mastodon Americanus, Cuvier.
BRAIN

Pliocene.

GROWTH.

" The Dinocerata are, by far, the largest of all known Eocene,?
animals, and that they have, also, a very diminutive brain is a'»
noteworthy fact, which attracted the author's attention soon,-:J
after their discovery.
£
" The comparison of the brain in this group with that of other-?
mammals from the same formation soon showed that the Dino- N
eerata although most remarkable in this respect, were not '_,'
alone in diminutive capacity of brain power. A more ex- \
tended comparison led to the fact that all the early Tertiary .*'
mammals had very small brains.
\

I. All Tertiary mammals had small brains.
•J. There was a gradual increase in the size of the brain dur''._' this period.
•".. This increase was confined mainly to the cerebral hemi-y 'eres, or higher portion of the brain.
t. In some groups, the convolutions of the brain have grad. i'ly become more complex.
."». In some, the cerebellum and the olfactory lobes have
1
>m diminished in size.
•!. There is some evidence that the same general law of brain
_ >wth holds good for Birds and Keptiles from the Cretaceous
. the present time.*
.

'This Journal, vol. viii, p. 66, July, 1874; and vol. xii, p. 61, July, 1876; also
ntornithes, p. 10, 1880.
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" The author has since continued this line of investigation,
and has ascertained that the same general law of brain growth
is true for Birds and Reptiles, from the Jurassic to the present
time."
The small size of the brain in early Tertiary mammals will
be indicated by an examination of the Dinocerata skulls, with
the brain in position, shown in figures 22, 23. This is further
shown by figures 24-28, which represent the skull and braincast of various Tertiary Mammals.
29.

t
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ust of the cervicals are proportionally longer. The entire
nock was about one-third longer than in the elephant, thus rendering a proboscis unnecessary, as the head could readily reach
the ground.
*
'' "All the presacral vertebras, behind the atlas and axis, have
the articular faces of the centra nearly flat, as in the typical
Troboscidians.
" The trunk vertebrae in the Dinocerata are proportionally
longer than those in the cervical region. The articular faces
ft the centra are likewise nearly flat, the most of them being
distinctly concave.

119DRE 33.—-Second dorsal vertebra of Dinoceras mirabiie, Marsh; front view.
119JJRE 34.—The same vertebra; side view, n, neural canal; s, neural spine;
z', posterior zygapohysis.
THE FOEE LIMBS.

FieORE
FIQURE
FIGURE
FI&DEE

29.—Axis of Dinoceras mirabiie, Marsh ; front view.
30.—The same vertebra; side view.
31.—Cervical vertebra of Tinoceras grande. Marsh; front view.
32.—The same vertebra; side view. All the figures are one-fourth natui.!
size, a, face for atlas; / lateral foramen; n c, neural canfl:
o, odontoid process; «, neural spine; z, anterior zygapophysi-,
%', posterior zygapophysis.
THE VBBTEBK^K.

*"

" T h e cervical vertebrae of the Dinocerata, in their main J
characters, resemble those of the Proboscidians. The atla- "'
and axis are somewhat similar to those of the elephant. The -:

" The limb bones in the Dinocerata are nearly or quite solid,
and this is true of all the skeleton, a portion of the skull alone
excepted.
"The fore limbs in the Dinocerata have a general resemblance to those of Proboscidians.
f
" The fore foot in all the Dinocerata is larger than the hind
fnoit, The bones composing it are comparatively short and
massive. There were five well-developed digits, as in Proboscidians, but the carpal bones were interlocked with the meta~ * parpals, as in Perissodactyls. The general appearance of the
fore foot in Dinoceras mirabiie is well shown in figure 35.
; The hind foot is represented in figure 36. The feet were plantigrade, as in the elephant.
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" There are eight separate carpal bones in the fore foot of a11
the Dinocerata, and a ninth, the central bone, may be separat
in very young animals, and, in adults, either lost or consolidate
with the scaphoid, or the trapezoid. * * * * The metacarpa
bones in the Dinocerata are short and robust. * * * * Tlid
phalanges in the fore foot of the Dinocerata are very short,
and comparatively small.

iThere are seven well developed tarsal bones in the Dinoceand their rela.tive position in the hind foot is seen in
p e 36.. * * | * An eighth tarsal bone, the tibiale, appears
ave been present.
('The astragalus in the Dinocerata considerably resembles
ui* the elephant, the bone being, as in that animal, very
ImiT. :dong the axis of the leg and foot.
" The calcaneum is short, and comparatively more robust than
• in tin- elephant. As in that animal, it is strongly tuberculated
•lrlnw. where, during life, it doubtless supported a thick pad,
_ rating on the ground."

"Sternal bones are preserved in a number of individual1- <>f
the Dinocerata in the Tale Museum, but the entire serie.- in
any one individual has not been recovered. * * * * The iimnt
marked character of these bones in the Dinocerata is that ihe\
are flat and horizontal, as in the Artiodactyls, and not verticil,
as in the Proboscidians, and the Perissodactyls."
The pelvis in the Dinocerata has a general resemblance in
that of the elephant. The ilia were widely expanded, a-- in
that animal. There are four sacral vertebrae.

RKSTOEATIONS.

35.
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FIGURE 35.—Left fore foot of Dirtoceras mirabile, Marsh.
FIGURE 36.—Left hind foot of the same. Both figures are one-fifth natural - /".
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T H E H I N D LIMBS.

" The hind limbs of the Dinocerata have a general resemblance to those of Proboscidians, but the bones composing The in ,
are comparatively shorter, and more robust. When the animal
was standing at rest, the posterior limb formed a strong ami
nearly vertical column.
" The hind feet in the Dinocerata were considerably SHUIHT'
than those in front. * * * * There were five digits, as in the
Proboscidians, and the axis of the foot was through the third,
or middle, digit.

• I'Vuin Chapter X I I I , on the restorations of Dinoceras and
T-iW.ras, the following extracts are selected :
.•- "Tn the restoration of Dmoceras mirabile on Plate LV, the
v
\i;iirih.B of the type specimen of the species, a fully adult, but
put "Id individual, have been used for the more important
^p.irK and the remaining portions taken from other individuals,
"'lii* restoration is one-eighth natural size.
'.' *' The animal is represented as walking, and the position of the
h.ead, and the feet, has been chosen to show, to the best advantage, these portions of the skeleton as they were in life. In
jki* restoration, only those portions are shaded which are reprewfnttd by actual specimens in the Tale Museum. The parts in
outline are wanting, or are so poorly preserved that only their
ijjain features can be given with accuracy.
_ "In the restoration of Tinoceras ingens, Plate LVI, the
'"riiiial is represented one-sixth natural size, and standing at
re^t. The position here chosen shows' the massive and majtotic form of one of the largest individuals of this remarkable
roup." A reduced copy of this restoration is given in figure 37.
'*'• In comparing Dinoceras, as here restored, with some of the
jaivot ungulate mammals of the present day, a certain resemHan'-e to the rhinoceros on the one hand, and to the elephant on
the other, will naturally suggest itself. In siz;e and proportions,
Jiuoieras was intermediate between these two existing animals,
and, in various points of its structure, it resembled the one quite
as much as the other. I n still other features, Dinoceras refill iled the hippopotamus.
•*'lu its stature and movements, Dinoceras probably resembled
U? elephant as much as any other existing form. Its remarkale 'skull, longer neck, and more bent fore limbs, gave it, howfever, a very different appearance from any known Proboscidian,
he high protuberances, or horn-cores, on the head, the long,
-trenchant, canine tusks, and the peculiar lower jaw modified for
'tjiei- protection, are features seen together only in this group.
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" The neck was long enough to permit the head to reach t
ground, and hence a proboscis was quite unnecessary,
horizontal narial opening, the long overhanging nasal bones, »
the well developed, turbinal bones, are likewise proof posit"
against the presence of such an organ. There is some evidi'i"
of a thick flexible lip, resembling', perhaps, that of the existhj
rhinoceros.
" T h e remarkably small brain, and the heavy massive liinLs,
indicate a dull, slow-moving animal, little fitted to withstand
marked changes in its environment, and hence it did not »ur-*'
vive the alterations of climate with which the Eocene perim
closed.
" Both the animals chosen for these two restorations M «•"
evidently males, as shown by the lofty protuberances, or tui'i,
cores, on the skull, and the powerful canine tusks. In tl'
females, these parts are but feebly developed, as shown in tb
specimens described in the preceding chapters. The indh'ii
uals here restored were certainly thrice-armed, and well £ ue
to protect themselves, and their weaker assocftites, from anyib
their Eocene enemies.
" The exact form and nature of the offensive weapons whien
surmounted the head of the Dinocerata cannot, at present, t j
determined with certainty. That the paired osseous elevai ioi"
seen on the skull in all the known species of this group did i]if
support the kind of horns seen in the typical Ruminants '
evident from their external surface, which lacks the vasoul
grooves so distinct on the horn-cores of those animals.
"Possibly, the Dinocerata may have been armed with hnrnV
similar to those seen in the American antelope (Antiloca^jni)j
since, in this animal, the horn-cores are even smoother than in th»
order here described. More probably, however, the bony pro
tuberances on the skull were covered with bosses of thick r-lviji,
hard enough to be effective in combat. Evidence of - me1
contests has apparently been recorded in the injuries to tty
horn-cores of some individuals, received during life. Nonc.pj
the covering of these elevations, or horn-cores, has, of COIHV
been preserved; yet a fortunate discovery may, perhaps, revc^
their nature by the form of a natural cast, as the eye-ball "
the Oreodon is sometimes thus clearly indicated in the till
Miocene matrix which occasionally envelops these animals.
" The short robust feet of the Dinocerata were doubtksi
covered below with a thick pad, as in the elephant, since tli
whole under side of the foot clearly indicates such a protection
No portion of this covering has been preserved in any of t|
known specimens, and no foot-prints indicating its form, linv.
been discovered, in the Eocene deposits in which the JUuto'
erata were entombed."
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pe size of Tmoceras ingens, as he stood in the flesh, was
I twelve feet in length, or sixteen measured from the
Jo the end of the tail. The height to the top of the back
|bout six and one-half feet, and the width across the hips
^ J . five feet. The weight, judging from that of existing
apmals, was about six thousand pounds.
'
'^jDwioceras mirabile was about one-fifth smaller. The neck
$g longer, but, in other respects, the proportions were nearly
m same.37.

.1

ml
W}? — Resl o l- atiou of Tinoceras ingens, Marsh.

One-thirtieth natural size.

j £ concluding chapter, X I Y , contains a full discussion
tjie genealogy of ungulate mammals in general, and the
^ons of the Dinocerata to other groups. We quote as
)ur present knowledge of the Mammalia, living and extinct,
,|y, indicates that they must go back at least to the Permian,
(generalized mammal of that period, or of still earlier time,
iprobabiy quite small, and, in many respects, like an Insecti,1, This primitive type would naturally possess all the
$1 characters found in later forms in the various orders
Lammals.
Jhis generalized mammal would belong to the group named
jgtfieria by Huxley, who has laid a sure foundation for instigation in this line of research.

I'l
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GENEALOGY

OP

UNGULATES.

" From this primitive type of mammal, a special line ap,
ently led off through the Triassic and Jurassic to the Oretace.
where it formed a well-marked group, which may be ca
the Protu?igulata, the probable ancestors of all succeeJ
ungulate mammals.
" From this generalized ungulate, the skeleton of which now know almost as well, apparently, as if we had it before us
direct line would appear to have continued up to the prese
day, and be represented by the living Hyrax. Several diverg
ent lines passed off probacy from the same stem, and three ,'
these have continued to the present time, the survivors ber
the Proooscidia, the Artiodaotyla, and the Perissodactyla,
38.
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Jfigure 38, above, a diagram is given, which shows graphifKthese lines of descent, and the most probable genealogy of
$grn ungulates. The diagram, being on a plane, can only
'cate the general position of these divergent lines.
iFrom this group came off, evidently in the late Cretaceous,
; the Coryphodontia, having nearly all the above characters,
d becoming extinct in the early Eocene.
.f The Pinocerata probably branched off about the same time,
d survived to. the middle Eocene, thus becoming much more
pcialized before their extinction.
^'Accepting this general view of the origin of the Ungulates,
'gng and extinct, their classification has been outlined in the
iagram on page 200,
'" The attempts hitherto made to give a detailed classification
fall the Mammalia, living and extinct, have signally failed,
"~ly because only a .small part of even the extinct forms now
V were included, and almost every new discovery tended
eak down the definitions so systematically recorded. The
it-for such an exhaustive classification has not yet arrived,
^11 that can be safely ventured upon in the present state of
wledge is to indicate the main groups and their affinities,
-await future discoveries.
.
'Excluding the aberrant, aquatic, Sirenians, now regarded as
ragulate ancestry, and leaving out also Toxodon and other
e>known extinct forms, the ungulate mammals may then be
". in natural groups, as follows :
CLASS MAMMALIA.
Subclass MONODELPHIA.

Super-Order
JU»,Order liyracoidea.
Order Proboscidea.

UNGULATA.

Order Amblydactyla \ ^ c e r a t a .
•'
•> { Coryphodontia.

Jurassic.
Triassic.
Permian.

6

Sypotheria,

F:GUKE 38.—Diagram to illustrate the genealogy of Ungulate Mammals.

"Another order, also, which may be termed the Anibly
tyla, passed off apparently from the main ungulate stem iifc
Cretaceous, and became extinct in the Eocene. One branch?
minated in Goryphodon, in the lower Eocene, and the ot
represented by the Pinoeerata here described, came to an;
in the middle Eocene.

„he characters found in existing mammals, and, to a great
i\, in the extinct forms from the Tertiary to the present
-£,are clearly of two kinds; general characters, derived
'•ancestral forms, and special characters, acquired in adaptaQ;-their environment. Some of the latter may be negative
•alters, acquired by the disuse, or loss, of parts once advanc e first series of characters are of most importance, as
'"indicate a genetic connection, perhaps remote, with the
ent groups that share them. Special characters, on the
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other hand, however closely they may correspond in diffe
groups, do not necessarily indicate affinities, but may have
acquired by adaptation to peculiar surroundings, in groups
distinct from each other.
" These facts lie at the foundation of classification, and '
only by keeping the two series of characters separate, that t.
true relationship between different groups of animals cm lie
made out, and their genealogy indicated with any probability,
*
#
*
*
*
t*
MODIFICATION OF THE UNGULATE FOOT.

" In the true ungulate mammals, the modifications of thu fuuj
have undoubtedly taken place very nearly in the following
manner:
(1.) The primitive Ungulates (ProPungulata) must have Lid
plantigrade, pentadactyl, feet, with the carpals and tarsal- not
interlocking either with the metapodial bones, or with tlr :
own adjoining series. This would give a weak foot, adapiQ
especially to progression in soft, swampy ground.
{_
(2.) For locomotion on dry hard ground, a stronger foul jv,
required, and a modification soon took place, in the interl^'
ing of the metapodials with the second row of carpals urt
sals that supported them. Examples of nearly this stagy a"
seen in the fore feet of Goryphodon, and of Dinoceras as t-h»v;
in figure 36.
(3.) A still stronger foot was produced by the further iute
locking of both the first and second row of carpals and tar-alj
as well as the latter row with the metapodials below. TJ'
general type of foot belongs to the Ilolodactyla, and ii- py
also in some of the early Perissodactyls.
\
During these two stages of modification, a reduction in t
number of digits also took place, evidently as a result of rt,
same causes. The first digit, being the shortest of the .-cri;
soon left the ground, as progression on dry land with the ]J].J
tigrade five-toed foot began, and was gradually lost.
The four remaining digits, having to do the work of ih'e
were strengthened by the interlocking already mentioned, ?
also by coming nearer together.
'•
(4.) In the next change that took place, two kinds of nV _
tion began. One leading to the existing perissodactyl foor, qji
the other, apparently later, resulting in the artiodactyl tvj
In the former, the axis of the foot remained in the inidill^'
the third digit, as in the pentadactyl foot. In the ]atrer,r
shifted to the outer side of this digit, or between the third jy
fourth toes. An example of the former, is seen in the fon-fui
of Brontotherium, while Oreodon shows the latter type.

Professor MarsKs Monograph of the Dinocerata.
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' e position of the axis is the distinctive feature between
two types of feet, and not the number of toes, as the
"s usually applied to them indicate. In this respect, the
r
_s Artiodactyl and Perissodactyl are misleading, and hence
-'names Paraxonia and Mesaxonia were proposed by the
pthor, as substitutes, to express the true axial relation.
(5.) In the further reduction of the perissodactyl foot, the
fjjli digit, being shorter than the reinainirig three, next left
e ground, and gradually disappeared. Of the three remain;toes, the middle, or axial, one was the Ipngest, and retaining
^'supremacy, as greater strength and speed were required,
Sally assumed the chief support of the foot, and the outer
igjts left the ground, ceased to be of use, and were lost,
~<£ept as splint bones. The foot of the existing horse shows
e best example of this reduction in the Perissodactyls, as it
le most specialized known in the Ungulates.
.)'In the Artiodactyl foot, the reduction resulted in the
al diminution of the two outer of the four remaining toes,
ird and fourth doing all the work, and thus increasing
e and power. The fifth digit, for the same reasons as in
rissodactyl foot, first left the ground, and became smaller.
,<the second soon followed, and these two gradually ceased
,-functional, or were lost entirely, as in some of the Artioyjs of to-day. The foot of the goat shows this extreme
- "tion.
„

EXTINCTION OF LARGE MAMMALS.

'tiring the Mesozoic period, all the mammals appear to have
Ismail, and it is not probable that any of large size existed,
ntilian life then reigned supreme. With the dawn of the
' ry, a new era began, and mammalian life first found the
"tions for its full and rapid development.
*%the lower Eocene, the largest land mammal was Cory^n, more than the equal, in size and power, of any of the
"es of that time. Dinoceras and its allies, in the middle
Up] were much larger, and were clearly the monarchs of
.egion in which they lived. In the upper Eocene, Dipla',' 'about the size of the rhinoceros, was the largest mamB.iit each of these'three died out in the period in which it
ifhed.
_
'ithe base of the Miocene, the huge Brontotheridce, nearly
rge as the elephant, suddenly appear in great numbers,
^remained for a short time the dominant land animals,
jhen became extinct.
lie- Proboscidians were the giants of the Pliocene, and
|he supremacy in size to-day, but are evidently a declining
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" The cause of the successive disappearance of each group!
these large Tertiary mammals is not difficult to find. Tsmall brain, highly specialized characters, and huge bulk, r
dered them incapable of adapting themselves to new co
tions, and a change of surroundings brought extinction. T
existing Proboscidians must* soon disappear, for similar reason'^
Smaller mammals, with larger brains, and more plastic struc
ture, readily adapt' themselves to their environment, and survive, or even send off new and vigorous lines.
;•'&
" T h e Dinocerata, with their very diminutive brain, fixeifj;
characters, and massive frames, flourished as long as the condij;
tions were especially favorable, but, with the first geologicajf
change, they perished, and left no descendants.
f
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

j,#

CLASSIFICATION.

" The Dinocerata now known may be placed in three genera*
Dinoceras, Tinoceras, and Uintatherium.
These may be se'
rated by characters of the skull, vertebrae, and feet. Thj
are also indications of several intermediate forms, which m£
perhaps, be found to represent sub-genera, when additions
specimens in good preservation are . secured for comparig/
Twenty-nine species may be distinguished, mainly by the sk
alone, which, at present, offers the best distinctive character
Sub-order DINOCERATA, Marsh..
• Family TINOCEEATIDJE, Marsh.
Uintatherium,
Leidy.
Teeth, thirty-six.
Lower premolars, four
Base of canine tusk,
nearly vertical.
Parietal protuberance,
above post-glenoid
process.
Cervical vertebrae, of
moderate length.
Lunar, articulating
w i t h trapezoid?

Dinoceras, Marsh.
Teeth, thirty-four.
Lowerpremolars,three.
Base of canine tusk,
nearly vertical.
Parietal protuberance,
above post-glenoid
process.
Cervical vertebrae, less
elongate.
Lunar, articulating
w i t h trapezoid.

Tinoceras, Mur^i.
Teeth, thirty-four.
Lowerpremolai i.ilr
Base of canine lu
horizontal.
Parietal protubm.uipi.
behind post-^'louoi
process.
Cervical vertebi.' 1 .
short.
Lunar, n o t arti'/ukilj
w i t h trapezoid.

" These three genera clearly represent three stages of di'ulpp
ment of the Dinocerata, and these stages correspond to'fi}
successive horizons of the middle Eocene in which the ivinuijji;
of these animals were entombed.
Uintatherium, the mps"
generalized type, is found at the lowest level; Dinot • / w ^
from a somewhat higher stratum; and Tinoceras, the siiOs
specialized of all, occurs in the latest deposits."
X
In the Synopsis which follows this chapter, a systematic list
of all the species of the Dinocerata is given in detail, ami tl(
volume closes with a Bibliography of the important lite rating
L.
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'RT. XXVII.— On Taconic Rocks and Stratigraphy, with a Geological map of the Taconic region (Plate II) ; by JAMES D.
DANA.

IN my papers of 1873 and 1877,* on the Limestone, Schists
• and Quartzyte of the Taconic region, I present evidence (1)
from the facts illustrated by various stratigraphical sections, (2)
from the continuity and common features of the conformable
.series of these rocks.from north to south, and (3) from fossils
'existing (as made known by others) in some of the beds, that
/these rocks are (A) of one system ; and (B) of Lower Silurian
'age; and (0) have the Taconic schists as the upper member of
the series.
£•:
In my work I made no attempt to map the region, since the
^point in view was stratigraphical, with special reference to the
' -lithological canon," and its illustration did not' seem to
§mand it. The evidence presented has been questioned on
IP ground (1) that the continuity of the system is not clearly
jpiablished, and (2) that the relation of the quartzyte to the
l&ier rocks is not fully worked out. In order to remove as far
"gjnay be, the uncertainties on these points, I began over three
$ars since, a new study of the region, with reference to its
(tjatigraphy and geological structure, and the details required
'or the construction of a geological map. Two papers in the
[apt volume of this Journal contain results derived from this
jpepent investigation. In the paper here begun I present the
^,'cts gathered bearing on the constitution and stratigraphical
-lations of the rocks, and on their distribution and geographu relations, and illustrate the subjects by means of the preajed map as well as by diagrams.
, gThe region is that of the Taconic rocks as first laid down by
'jprpfessor Bbenezer Emmons—these rocks including according
.'tr|>his original enunciation of his system: (1) The Taconic
•^oEists of the. Taconic range and of the subordinate ridges
'\v_jthin the adjoining limestone area; (2) the limestone forma,tipvgs on the east and west sides of the Taconic Range; and
1>):;the quartzyte adjoining or within the limestone area.
'."IThe investigations have extended over Berkshire county
int Massachusetts, Salisbury and Canaan in Connecticut, and
less completely over Pownal and Bennington, Vermont, and
the adjoining eastern border of the-State of New York. This
.Is'-'not the whole of the true Taconic region, as it continues
northward to central Vermont; but it comprises the portion
rti)jtt was the special subject of Professor Emmons's earlier
investigations,
*This Journal, III, T, vi, 1873, and xiii, xiv, 1877.
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